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China outlook and trends: Revising GDP growth lower again
Outlook. We lower our GDP forecast for 2022 to 2.7% (from 3.7%) while keeping the 5.7%
forecast for 2023. The economy recovered in June in a post-lockdown rebound. However,
China is facing renewed headwinds from rising property stress and weakening US and euro
demand. Q2 GDP was weaker than we expected falling 2.6% q/q. Uncertainty over new possible
covid restrictions takes a big toll on private consumption and small businesses and the arrival
of the more contagious Omicron variant BA.5 is adding to the uncertainty. The main impetus to
growth comes from stimulus, not least the part related to infrastructure.
China today
• Growth. PMIs rebounded further in June and the credit impulse is robust. Retail sales
increased in June but is still weak. Confidence is very low. The property sector is still in a deep
crisis and stress among developers has increased again lately.
• Inflation. PPI inflation declined further to 6.1% in June coming from 13.5% in October. CPI
inflation is edging higher to 2.5% in June from 2.1% in May, but still below the 3% target.
• Monetary policy. PBoC has kept the RRR rate unchanged since April. China is reluctant to
cut rates and prefers fiscal policy to underpin growth. M1 growth is still weak.
• CNY. The yuan is still stable against USD after weakening in May.
• Stock markets. Stocks declined lately on renewed concerns over the property sector and
covid. The China USD offshore high yield rate has pushed higher to almost 26%.
• For more China research, see our website here
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Our current top five China indicators
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Property stress in focus again

Stress in Chinese USD high
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mortgage payments has led to sharp
rise in property stress again

Source: Macrobond Financial, Bloomberg, Danske Bank
Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results

Link to overview page
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Home sales still weak

Home sales higher in June as
lockdown ended but still at weak
levels. Some high-frequency data
points to new decline in July

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Covid causes great uncertainty

Chinese Covid cases are grinding higher again in July.
While levels are still low in the big picture, the
continous small outbreaks and retstrictions cause
uncertainty for consumers and small businesses

Link to overview page
Source: Macrobond Financial,
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Very high uncertainty a barrier for consumption growth
Household
income
expectations are
very weak and
people look to
boost savings. It
seems continous
covid
restrictions
increasingly
weigh on
consumers

Source: Macrobond Financial, CAAM, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Credit impulse points to decent stimulus amid headwinds
The credit impulse shows stimulus
underpins growth but overall credit is
held back by weak property sector

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, People's Bank of China

Note: The Chinese credit impulse is measured as the 6-month change in total Chinese credit.

Link to overview page
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Forecast on PMI and GDP growth
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PMI forecast profile (vs copper prices)

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future
results. Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, Danske Bank

We look for Caixin PMI
manufacturing to fall back again
after sharp post-lockdown rebound

Link to overview page
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GDP forecast profile
We revise down the growth
outlook again due to a)
weaker-than-expected Q2 and
b) new headwinds to the
property sector.

GDP forecast
2020: 1.6%
2021: 8.5%
2022: 2.8%
2023: 5.7%

2022 forecast lowered to
2.8% from 3.7%. 2023
forecast unchanged at 5.7%.

Source: Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

Source: Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

Source: Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Overview of China macro indicators
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PMI indicator (average of Caixin and NBS)
The average of Caixin and NBS PMI
manufacturing rebounded on reopening effect after lockdowns

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, NBS, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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NBS vs Caixin PMI

The private Caixin index rebounded,
stronger than NBS index.

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, NBS, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Copper price momentum

Source: Bloomberg, Danske Bank
Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results

Copper prices have plummeted lately pointing to a
sharp decline in global demand - and probably new
China weakness.

Source: Bloomberg, Danske Bank
Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results

Note: Copper prices have generally been a good indicator for Chinese activity, as China drives around 50% of
global demand. However, it could be gradually changing as global electrification takes hold as copper is a key
commodity in the green transition.

Link to overview page
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Housing – home sales and housing starts
Home sales and starts sharply
lower compared to last year

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Housing – home sales and household credit
Lending to households weak

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, NBS, People's Bank of China, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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House prices

House price momentum
negative but pace of
decline stabilizing

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS

Link to overview page
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Housing – developer stocks

Source: Macrobond Financial, Bloomberg
Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results

Developer stocks have clearly
underperformed and trading close to lows

Link to overview page
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Exports – model

Export orders bounced in June. We believe it is due
to the re-opening and expect it to weaken as US
and Euro goods demand is weakening.

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS, Markit, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Taiwan PMI vs mainland China PMI
Taiwan PMI underpin picture of
weakening demand

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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China exports to soften as US and euro goods demand decline
Slowing US goods
consumption -> less
demand in China
PMI export orders likely to decline
again as re-opening effects end and
weakening global demand kicks in

Euro sales also
softening

Source: Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

Note: Since China is still ”the factory of the world” of many goods,
the development in goods spending in US and Europe is
important for Chinese exports

Source: Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Exports – currency impulse

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS, Markit, Danske Bank
Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results

CNY still stronger in y/y terms
although the headwind is easing

Link to overview page
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Electricity generation

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, NBS, Danske Bank

Electricity growth still at weak levels
pointing to underlying softness

Link to overview page
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Electricity generation level

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, NBS, Danske Bank

Level of electricity generation
bounced sharply in June as the
economy re-opened

Link to overview page
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Rail freight vs PMI

Rail freight growth is still decent.

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, NBS, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Hong Kong PMI vs China PMI

Decline in HK PMI illustrates the swings
coming from big covid outbreaks. Some
normalisation after post-outbreak rebound

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Industrial production vs GDP
Industrial production higher in
June in line with other indicators

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Consumer – confidence

Household income
expectations are
very weak and
people look to boost
savings. It seems
continous covid
restrictions
increasingly weigh
on consumers

Source: Macrobond Financial, CAAM, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Consumer – retail sales and employment

Retail sales very weak on covid
restrictions and deteriorating job
market. Should improve in June after reopening.

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Consumer – car sales
Car sales have
rebounded sharply
as lockdown ended
and incentives for
buying cars put in
place

Source: Macrobond Financial, CAAM, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Profits vs PMI
Industrial profit growth weak

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS, Markit, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Financial conditions impulse
Our financial conditions impulse is neutral again following a rise in the
trade weighted CNY

Source: Macrobond Financial, People’s Bank of China, Danske Bank
Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results

Source: Macrobond Financial, People’s Bank of China, Danske Bank
Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results

Link to overview page
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Issuance for infrastructure projects

Issuance in special-purpose bonds to finance
infrastructure projects still high

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, People's Bank of China

Link to overview page
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Money growth
M1 growth has
rebounded but still low

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, People's Bank of China

Link to overview page
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Inflation – CPI
CPI inflation still below 3% target but
edging higher

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Inflation – delivery times and freight rates

Freight rates continue
to decline
End of lockdown
improved delivery times
considerably

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Input prices y/y vs PPI y/y

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results

PPI inflation has eased on lower commodity price inflation. If
price levels are flat from here it will lead to sharp decline over
the next year. Metals already in negative in y/y growth

Link to overview page
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Inflation – PPI

PPI monthly momentum stayed low in June

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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Inflation – PMI output prices and PPI m/m

PMI prices confirm picture
of lower price pressures

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, NBS, Danske Bank

Link to overview page
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M1 and industrial commodity prices

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, People's Bank of China, Danske Bank
Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results

Global commodities and Chinese
activity decoupled over past years
on record goods demand in US

Link to overview page
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Monetary policy – Reserve Requirement Ratio

Yields stabilizing

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, People’s Bank of China
Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results

Link to overview page
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Monetary policy – rates

PBoC not moving official policy rates much.
Fiscal policy preferred tool to underpin
growth. Money market rates lower.

Note: MLF is medium lending facility set by PBoC, which is used as reference for the bank’s Loan
Prime Rates
Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, People’s Bank of China
Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results

Link to overview page
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CNY – USD/CNY vs EUR/USD
USD/CNY has
stabilized but
pressure is still
on the upside
as USD
strength
continues and
trade surplus
weakens

Note: EUR/USD on reverse axis in this chart, past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results
Source: Macrobond Financial, People’s Bank of China

Link to overview page
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CNY – relative rates a good long-term anchor

Relative rates vs USD/CNY

US and China money 12M rates

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results
Source: Macrobond Financial, People’s Bank of China

Relative rates clearly in favour
of higher USD/CNY. US money
market rates now clearly above
Chinese.

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results
Source: Macrobond Financial, People’s Bank of China

Link to overview page
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USD/CNY and CNY basket

Effective CNY lower but still
high relative to long term
average

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results
Source: Macrobond Financial, People’s Bank of China

Link to overview page
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China stock market

Stock markets weaker lately on renewed covid
angst and property stress

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results
Source: Macrobond Financial, People’s Bank of China

Link to overview page
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China bond yields (vs US and Germany)

US 10-year yields lower and
getting closer to Chinese again

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results
Source: Macrobond Financial

Link to overview page
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We base our conclusion on an estimation of the financial risk profile of the financial asset. By combining these risk profiles with market technical and financial assetspecific issues such as rating, supply and demand factors, macro factors, regulation, curve structure, etc., we arrive at an overall view and risk profile for the specific
financial asset. We compare the financial asset to those of peers with similar risk profiles and on this background, we estimate whether the specific financial asset is
attractively priced in the specific market. We express these views through buy and sell recommendations. These signal our opinion about the financial asset’s
performance potential in the coming three to six months.
More information about the valuation and/or methodology and the underlying assumptions is accessible via http://www.danskebank.com/en-uk/ci/Products-Services/
Markets/Research/Pages/researchdisclaimer.aspx. Select Fixed Income Research Methodology.
Risk warning
Major risks connected with recommendations or opinions in this research report, including a sensitivity analysis of relevant assumptions, are stated throughout the text.
Completion and first dissemination
The completion date and time in this research report mean the date and time when the author hands over the final version of the research report to Danske Bank’s editing
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See the final page of this research report for the date and time of completion and first dissemination.
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General disclaimer
This research has been prepared by Danske Bank A/S. It is provided for informational purposes only and should not be considered investment, legal or tax advice. It does
not constitute or form part of, and shall under no circumstances be considered as, an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase or sell any relevant financial
instruments (i.e. financial instruments mentioned herein or other financial instruments of any issuer mentioned herein and/or options, warrants, rights or other interests
with respect to any such financial instruments) (‘Relevant Financial Instruments’).
This research report has been prepared independently and solely on the basis of publicly available information that Danske Bank A/S considers to be reliable but Danske
Bank A/S has not independently verified the contents hereof. While reasonable care has been taken to ensure that its contents are not untrue or misleading, no
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of the
information, opinions and projections contained in this research report and Danske Bank A/S, its affiliates and subsidiaries accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or
consequential loss, including without limitation any loss of profits, arising from reliance on this research report.
The opinions expressed herein are the opinions of the research analysts and reflect their opinion as of the date hereof. These opinions are subject to change and Danske
Bank A/S does not undertake to notify any recipient of this research report of any such change nor of any other changes related to the information provided in this
research report.
This research report is not intended for, and may not be redistributed to, retail customers in the United Kingdom (see separate disclaimer below) and retail customers in
the European Economic Area as defined by Directive 2014/65/EU.

This research report is protected by copyright and is intended solely for the designated addressee. It may not be reproduced or distributed, in whole or in part, by any
recipient for any purpose without Danske Bank A/S’s prior written consent.

Disclaimer related to distribution in the United States
This research report was created by Danske Bank A/S and is distributed in the United States by Danske Markets Inc., a U.S. registered broker-dealer and subsidiary of
Danske Bank A/S, pursuant to SEC Rule 15a-6 and related interpretations issued by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. The research report is intended for
distribution in the United States solely to ‘U.S. institutional investors’ as defined in SEC Rule 15a-6. Danske Markets Inc. accepts responsibility for this research report in
connection with distribution in the United States solely to ‘U.S. institutional investors’.
Danske Bank is not subject to U.S. rules with regard to the preparation of research reports and the independence of research analysts. In addition, the research analysts
of Danske Bank who have prepared this research report are not registered or qualified as research analysts with the NYSE or FINRA but satisfy the applicable
requirements of a non-U.S. jurisdiction.
Any U.S. investor recipient of this research report who wishes to purchase or sell any Relevant Financial Instrument may do so only by contacting Danske Markets Inc.
directly and should be aware that investing in non-U.S. financial instruments may entail certain risks. Financial instruments of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and may not be subject to the reporting and auditing standards of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
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Disclaimer related to distribution in the United Kingdom
In the United Kingdom, this document is for distribution only to (I) persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within article 19(5)
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the ‘Order’); (II) high net worth entities falling within article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order;
or (III) persons who are an elective professional client or a per se professional client under Chapter 3 of the FCA Conduct of Business Sourcebook (all such persons
together being referred to as ‘Relevant Persons’). In the United Kingdom, this document is directed only at Relevant Persons, and other persons should not act or rely on
this document or any of its contents.

Disclaimer related to distribution in the European Economic Area
This document is being distributed to and is directed only at persons in member states of the European Economic Area (‘EEA’) who are ‘Qualified Investors’ within the
meaning of Article 2(e) of the Prospectus Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2017/1129) (‘Qualified Investors’). Any person in the EEA who receives this document will be
deemed to have represented and agreed that it is a Qualified Investor. Any such recipient will also be deemed to have represented and agreed that it has not received this
document on behalf of persons in the EEA other than Qualified Investors or persons in the UK and member states (where equivalent legislation exists) for whom the
investor has authority to make decisions on a wholly discretionary basis. Danske Bank A/S will rely on the truth and accuracy of the foregoing representations and
agreements. Any person in the EEA who is not a Qualified Investor should not act or rely on this document or any of its contents.
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